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About This Content

With the Wasteland Workshop, design and set cages to capture live creatures – from raiders to Deathclaws! Tame them or have
them face off in battle, even against your fellow settlers. The Wasteland Workshop also includes a suite of new design options

for your settlements like nixie tube lighting, letter kits, taxidermy and more!
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10 (64-bit OS required)

Processor: Intel Core i5-2300 2.8 GHz/AMD Phenom II X4 945 3.0 GHz or equivalent

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 550 Ti 2GB/AMD Radeon HD 7870 2GB or equivalent

Storage: 30 GB available space
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Truely amazing and spectacular. Not exactly like seeing the mona lisa, but comes pretty darn close, truly do recommend. The
game is good.
The grafics are decent.
The atmosphere is really good.
The control of the character is OK.
Don't forget that this game made by only 2 people and took them 5 years.
Yes there is bugs but the game is playable.
I play it 2560x1440 at 60hz just fine.
STOP nagging like little girls and play the game.. If you consider everything that we have on steam, pombotroll is on average.
Good work steam.

Best regards,
Mineirinho ultra adventures fan.. Amazing. Can't wait for full version.. NIFFELHEIM is RPG, survival action game, with
crafting and building options !
You are brave warrior who has fallen in battle. But instead of finding well-deserved peace in Asgard, his soul is trapped in the
harsh world of Niffelheim. Survive in this hostile world, ransack the neighboring lands, explore dangerous dungeons and find
your way to Valhalla.
------------------------------
- I love co-op in the game -
------------------------------
excellent graphics
excellent gameplay and effects
excellent sound and music
excellent story
world with a lot of action
------------------------------
worth money and time
I highly recommend this game !. Awesome game. Very fun to play.. The best unofficial sequel to Black Knight 2000 in the
business.. Such a good game. I remember playing this about 15 years ago and always loved it but could not beat it back then
because the puzzles were too complicated for my kid brain then haha. Playing this again now(so glad they had it on Steam!)
brought back so many fond memories. The soundtrack, voices and gameplay are just pure nostalgia. I definitley reccommend
this to anyone who is a fan of 90's PC games that require a bit of puzzle work and trial and error.. This game will ♥♥♥♥
your♥♥♥♥♥♥up.. Horrible piece of trash. Slow, buggy, boring. The original, FREE Unreal Tournament mod was far and
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this game suck DON'T BUY IT . its a wast of time they have not even updated the game at all again DON'T BUY THIS GAME.
The game uses a pretty standard gameplay formula to deliver a thoroughly disturbing twist. Summon homunculus girls, send
them to work, use the money to upgrade your house, get to know and like them, debelop relationship wit them... Then brutally
execute them to sacrifice their essence for a chance to ressurect your real daughter. The more engaged you get with the
gameplay and the setting, the more you feel like a complete jerk for keeping playing it, rather than turning it off. Well done!. I
have only played a couple hours so far, however, I can honestly say aside from having to do the whole non dedicated single
player work around thing, this game has been pretty good. The animations and game play are smooth, the game looks decent
graphically, and I like the pressure of the night time zombies attacking. I am pleased with my purchase and looking forward to
the future updates and more play time.

*Just as a performance note I found myself playing at 1080p to achieve greater than 60 frames with epic settings.
running an i7 - 5930k and a 1080 ti (not the best cpu but i got this pc for free) I may try to activate my overclock to see what i
can gain from it, however I don't necessarily like the idea of having to do that as it makes my office warm up quite a bit.

I will update my review when I have explored more of the world and tech tree.. I won this game in the christmas auction and
never played it until now. No harm, no foul.

The game is very unfriendly in terms of controls. I liked the battles, but you have no control over how it goes.

Those are my two big beefs over it.. It has poor controls. It's combat is bad. Do not play even if it's free.. A great roguelike with
a home base you can upgrade for more class abilities and improvement upon them. For combat, it's done with poker like
mechanics. You have 5 cards at all times and draw from a deck, and you attack my making 'Combos', which is basically poker
like hands. For example, Three of a kind, Flushes, Straits, etc. The longer your combo, and the higher value your cards, the
more damage. Also, each card is Strength or Intelligence based, so when you level or get equipment, you can increase those
values.

There are 6 Suits(like Diamond, Heart, Club, Spade for regular cards) for each class, are different for each class, and actually
influence the battle. For example, for the Warrior, I'll name 3 his suits: Headbutt, Stab, and Shout. Headbutt will knock the
enemy back, or if they're in a position where they can't be knocked back, they'll be stunned instead. Stab will make the enemy
bleed(tke damage each turn, like poison). Shout will lower the the enemies defense for 3 turns. If you get a 6 of Stab, 7 of
Headbutt, and 8 of Shout, and then attack of enemy with that, ALL those status effects will affect them, which can really help
you out in combat. And each class has different suits, so tactics between the 3 Classes(that I know of) are really different, so
there's plenty of variety.

At your home base, which is an Adventurer's Academy, you can purchase and upgrade abilities for your classes. For example,
you can purchase the Teleport ability for your Wizard, which is an ability you can activate at any time(there's a cooldown
between uses though). It lets you teleport up to 4 tiles away.

Anyway, for any RPG or Roguelike fan, I absolutely recommend this game to you. Especially if you like the ones that let you
build and upgrade a home base like in Desktop Dungeons or something.

Edit: I have no idea why, but when I review games, I have to cut the review in half, submit the first half, the edit it and paste in
the second half, which is what I had to do here and for my other reviews. If you know why it does this and/or how to fix it,
please add me to your friends list and tell me.. As a writer myself, i commend these people!

This game is scary addicting, its impressively long. I am unsure how many different endings there are.

The characters are very well done! (Mindy is awesome), marathoned this game in a 6-8 hour session, will play again and again
until i feel like ive gotten the most out of it! I think i found a new genre to immerse myself in.

If you enjoy reading, and zombies, give this a go...with the price it is, you really have nothing to lose!. Interesting mini-game,
very cute and entertaining soundtrack, but why the small resolution ?
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